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(ABSTRACT) 

Fast Recursive Least-Squares Transversal Filters (FTF), an important 

class of algorithms for adaptive filtering, have the well known problem of 

numerical instability. Several recent papers have suggested methods to 

modify the algorithm presented by Cioffi [3] to improve the algorithm’s 

stability. This paper explores the relationship between precision and 

Stability of the adaptive filter. The effect of changing the adaptive time 

constant and the filter order are also investigated. These effects are studied 

for a floating point implementation of the FTF filter that allows for limiting 

the number of bits used in the mantissa of the results of all additions and. 

multiplications.
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1. Introduction 

The field of adaptive filters has received a great deal of attention in the 

past decade because of its application to many difficult engineering 

problems, such as channel equalization and system modeling. The 

advantage of an adaptive filter for channel equalization is that the filter can 

respond to changes in the channel noise. Using an adaptive filter for system 

modeling has the benefit of being able to follow the changes of the modelled 

system if the system is nonstationary. 

Most of the filters implemented today are Least-Mean-Square (LMS) 

adaptive filters due to the low computational power needed to calculate the 

updated coefficients. While the LMS filters have been useful, the continuing 

decline in the cost of computational power has prompted researchers to look 

to other algorithms with better convergence characteristics. One such filter 

is the Recursive-Least-Squares (RLS) filter. While the standard RLS filter 

algorithm remains too computationally intensive for today’s hardware, 

several authors have proposed alternative algorithms that have significantly 

reduced the number of calculations involved. 

During the last five years several authors have presented theoretical 

papers on Fast Recursive-Least-Squares Transversal Filters (FTF) (Cioffi 

[1984], Botto [1987], and Slock [1988]). While the authors have shown that 

the FTF algorithms are mathematically equivalent to the standard RLS 

algorithm, it is well known that all of these algorithms suffer from stability 

problems. Numerous methods have been proposed to detect and recover 

‘from the instability, such as the rescue variable suggested by Cioffi [1984]. 

More recently, two authors, Botto [1987] and Slock [1988], have proposed 

computing certain variables in two different ways and using the difference to 
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modify the calculation of other variables. To date, no paper has addressed 

the issue in an empirical manner. This paper will attempt to do so by 

examining the behavior of the variables and filters that make up the adaptive 

filter when the filter becomes unstable. 

The FTF algorithm proposed by Cioffi [1984] was chosen as the 

implementation to study since it represents a significant improvement over 

the standard RLS algorithm and it has been used as the basis for other 

authors’ investigations. The FTF adaptive filter was used to analyze, or 

model, an "unknown" autoregressive filter by doing one point prediction and 

the resulting filter coefficients were compared to the coefficients of the 

autoregressive filter to determine whether the filter had converged to the 

correct coefficients or not. 

At this point it is important to define what is meant by the terms 

convergence, divergence, stability, and instability. These terms are used 

somewhat interchangeably in the literature. In this paper the terms 

convergence and divergence will refer to the filter approaching or straying 

from a particular set of coefficients. Within the context of the experiment 

used in this study the FTF filter converges to the same coefficients as that of 

the autoregressive filter used to produce the input to the FTF filter. The 

filter will be considered stable if the output and all of the internal variables 

remain within "reasonable" limits. For the purpose of this study the filter 

will be considered to be unstable if it has diverged by an order of magnitude 

from the expected values. From these definitions it is apparent that a filter 

could diverge somewhat and still remain stable, but a filter can not be 

unstable without divergence.



Cioffi’s algorithm was implemented in C on the NeXT computer. The 

analysis and plots were done using a mathematical software product called 

Mathematica tm!, Several aspects of the algorithm were studied. First, 

the precision of the calculations in the algorithm were varied. The 

sensitivity of the algorithm to changes in the precision used to calculate the 

variables in the filter was studied by observing how many iterations occurred 

before the algorithm displayed signs of instability. 

In addition to varying the precision, the time constant, A, and the order 

of the filter were varied during the testing to study if they also had an effect 

on how long the algorithm remained stable. In all of the experiments 

performed the order of the autoregressive filter matched the order of the FTF 

filter, therefore changing the filter order also had the effect of varying the 

eigenvalue spread of the input data? somewhat. The impact of this link 

between the filter order and the eigenvalue spread impacts this study by 

making it impossible to determine the difference between divergence linked 

to the change in filter order and the change in eigenvalue spread. Because 

the change in eigenvalue spread is relatively small, it would be expected that 

the effects of changing the filter order are the dominant effects. The 

matching of synthesis filter order to analysis filter order is not a typical 

situation, since in most cases the order of the system being modelled would 

not be known. 

  

| Mathematica™ is a trademark of Wolfram Research Inc. 

2The Eigenvalue spread of the input data is defined as the ratio of the maximum to minimum eigenvalue 

of its covariance matrix. The routine used to compute the eigenvalue spread is included in Appendix A. 

The actual values of the eigenvalue spreads are given in Appendix B.



2. Review of the Literature | 

"Fast, Recursive-Least-Squares Transversal Filters for Adaptive 

Filtering", by J. M. Cioffi and T. Kailath, IEEE Trans. on Acoustics, 

Speech, and Signal Processing, ASSP-32(2):304-337, April 1984. 

In this paper, Cioffi derives the equations for the Fast Transversal 

Filter (FTF) implementation of the Recursive-Least-Squares (RLS) adaptive 

filter based on a geometric approach. The FTF algorithm is shown to 

represent improved convergence over the Least-Mean-Squares algorithm and 

lower computational complexity than other RLS implementations. The set 

of equations derived here for the FTF algorithm are the basis for the program 

used to study the behavior of the FTF for this paper. Cioffi also derives the 

set of equations for a normalized FTF and a method for the exact 

initialization for the FTF. 

Section V of Cioffi’s paper contains an examination of the causes and 

effects of limited precision and large order filters. A variable that indicates 

the onset of instability is derived and a method of restarting the algorithm is 

explained. In the final section Cioffi shows simulations of the different 

types of adaptive filters and how they compare in terms of convergence and 

stability. 

This paper is an important addition to the field of adaptive filters and 

is referenced by most of the papers on adaptive filters written after its 

publication.
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Adaptive Filter Theory, by Simon Haykin, Prentice-Hall, Englewood 

Cliffs, New Jersey 07632, 1986. 

This is a definitive basic text and covers all of the important aspects of 

adaptive filters, from Stationary Discrete-Time Stochastic Processes, through 

Kalman Filter Theory, to several different implementations of the Recursive- 

Least-Squares filters. 

"Limited-Precision Effects in Adaptive Filtering", by J. M. Cioffi, IEEE 

Trans. on Circuits and Systems, CAS-34(7):821-833, July 1987. 

In this paper Cioffi first makes the point that, while both the input and 

internal variables of any digital filtering system are quantized, often only the 

errors in the input quantization are zero mean. The hardware 

implementation of the multiply function in many processors produces results 

that do not have a zero mean quantization error. When an internal parameter 

is updated using a multiply the result can grow unchecked. 

The author goes on to define numeric stability ("A numerically stable 

algorithm will limit the maximum deviation from infinite-precision 

performance within finite bounds.") and accuracy ("The accuracy of the 

adaptive-filter implementation is determined by the magnitude of the 

deviation from infinite-precision performance.") Cioffi then discusses the 

stability problems with the least-mean-square, the recursive-least-squares 

(RLS), the fast RLS, which includes the FTF and FAEST (fast a posteriori 

error sequential technique), and the frequency-domain adaptive filters. The 

partial success and eventual failure of several of the different filters to solve 

the stability problems are presented and discussed.



"Stabilization of Fast Recursive-Least-Squares Transversal Filters for 

Adaptive Filtering", by Jean-Luc Botto, Proc. ICASSP 87 Conf., pages 

403-407, Dallas, Texas, April 1987. 

Botto first analyzes the numerical error propagation in the FTF 

algorithm and finds that there are two modes of divergence from the "true" 

filter, and states that "the mode depends directly on the initial errors." In the 

first mode the parameters diverge to infinity, in the second one of the 

parameters diverges to zero and the algorithm loses its ability to adapt. 

While only the divergence to infinity represents instability, the freezing of 

the filter coefficients also needs to be corrected before the filter would be 

completely useful. Botto proposes to stabilize the FTF algorithm by 

computing one of the variables, the backward energy residual or backward 

prediction error, in two different ways and feeding the difference between 

the two results back into the calculations of the forward and backward filters. 

"Numerically Stable Fast Recursive-Least-Squares Transversal Filters", 

by D. T. M. Slock and T. Kailath, Proc. ICASSP 88 Conf., pages 1365- 

1368, New York, New York, April 1988. 

Slock first analyzes the error propagation in the FTF algorithm and 

then proposes changes that lead to a stable FTF implementation. The 

proposed changes are to compute the backward energy residual in two ways: 

as an output from filters, and as a result of scalar manipulation. Wherever 

the backward energy residual is used in the algorithm, a constant times the 

difference in the parameters is added to the residual computed by scalar 

manipulation. The author then derives values for the constants for each of 

the four places the backward energy residual is used in the algorithm.
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"Numerically Stable Fast Transversal Filters for Recursive-Least- 

Squares Adaptive Filtering", by D. T. M. Slock and T. Kailath, IEEE 

Trans. on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, Submitted May 

1988, Revised January 1989. 

The paper is an expansion of the work presented in the 1988 paper 

described above. Here Slock examines the feedback gains to find their 

optimal settings. The range of the settings for which the filters are stable 

decreases as the time constant decreases. 

"Fast Adaptive Filters: A Geometrical Approach", by S. T. Alexander, 

IEEE ASSP Magazine, pages 18-28, October 1986 

This paper provides an intuitive geometrical approach to the 

derivation of the various kinds of fast RLS filters. Alexander also uses the 

FTF implementation as an example of how this approach can be used. 

"Floating-Point Error Analysis of Recursive-Least-Squares and Least- 

Mean-Squares Adaptive Filters", by Sasan H. Ardalan, IEEE Trans. on 

Circuits and Systems, CAS-33(12):1192-1208, December 1986. 

Ardalan shows that the choice of the time constant, or "forgetting 

factor", A, affects how floating point errors propagate. For the pre- 

windowed growing memory algorithm (A = 1), the instability comes from the 

floating-point errors in the addition operation for the filter coefficient update. 

For the exponentially windowed algorithm (A < 1), the floating-point errors 

are reduced but the bias due to additive noise is increased. These results 

were extended to the LMS algorithm.



"A Fast Sequential Algorithm for Least-Squares Filtering and 

Prediction", by G. Carayannis, D. Manolakis, N. Kalouptsidis, JEEE 

Trans. on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, ASSP-31(6):1394- 

1402, December 1983. . 

In this paper the authors present a fast a posteriori error sequential 

technique (FAEST) algorithm that requires 5N multiplications and divisions 

per recursion for autoregressive modeling, and 7N multiplications and 

divisions per recursion for least-squares filtering. This algorithm is the first 

step beyond the fast Kalman algorithm and toward the FTF proposed in the 

following year by Cioffi. 

"Tracking Properties and Steady-State Performance of RLS Adaptive 

Filter Algorithms", by E. Eleftheriou and D. Falconer, IEEE Trans. on 

Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, ASSP-34(S):1097-1109, 

October 1986. 

After examining the steady state operation of the RLS filter, the 

authors propose a periodic restart procedure to prevent the fast RLS filter 

from becoming unstable. The authors also propose to use an LMS algorithm 

during the recovery period following the restart of the RLS algorithm. Four 

different restart procedures are proposed, and the results of using each 

procedure are shown using experimental data.



“A Theoretical Basis for the Divergence of Conventional Recursive- 

Least-Squares Filters", by G. Bottomley and S. Alexander, Proc. 

ICASSP 89 Conf., pages 908-911, Glasgow, Scotland, May 1989. 

Bottomley identifies two types of divergence of the conventional RLS 

algorithm: explosive divergence, where the autocorrelation matrix loses the 

property of being positive definite; and lock-up divergence, where the 

elements of the autocorrelation matrix become very small, so that 

multiplication by the autocorrelation matrix is equivalent to multiplication 

by a zero matrix. Three sources of numerical instability are identified and 

suggestions are made for their elimination from fixed-point implementations 

of the conventional RLS algorithm.



3. Materials and Methods 

The experiment proposed for studying the effects of precision on the 

stability of the FTF algorithm is similar to one described in Haykin [1986]. 

In chapter eight, Haykin [1986] cites Cioffi’s 1984 paper, derives the 

equations the algorithm is based on, and illustrates its performance by using 

the adaptive filter to determine the coefficients of an "unknown" transversal 

filter. The FTF algorithm used in this paper is based upon Cioffi’s original 

equations from Table III in Cioffi [1984], with an additional step to calculate 

Botto’s control variable, Ex(n), from Botto [1987]. The equations for the 

FTF algorithm used are reproduced in Table 3-1 and a description of the 

variables contained in Table 3-1 is given in Table 3-2. A listing of the 

algorithm used appears in Appendix D.1. 

An autoregressive sequence is used in this study instead of the moving 

average sequence used by Haykin, for the following reason. The forward 

prediction filter, Ay 7 in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 and part of the adaptive 

filter, estimates the next input sample given the past N input samples. An 

autoregressive sequence is produced with an autoregressive filter whose 

output is a combination of the input and a weighted sum of past output 

samples. By using the autoregressive sequence the coefficients of the 

prediction filter A, 7 should approach the coefficients of the filter A,,,, used 

to generate the data because those are the coefficients that will minimize the 

prediction error. The filter A,,,, is defined by the equation: 

y(T) = v(T) - a y(T-1) - a2 y(T-2) -..- an y(T-N) (3-1), 

where the sample v(T) is obtained from a white-noise process of zero mean 

10
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Table 3-1 

Cioffi’s Fast Transversal Filter Algorithm! 

fpy(T) = Ayres Yue 

fy (T) = fPy(T) Yn(T-1) 

On(T) = A Oy(T-1) + fpy(T) f(T) 

Yai CT) = A (On (T-1)/04(T)) ¥y(T-1) 

Cyr = [0 Curr) - fpyD/A ay(T-1) ) Ayt-1 

Ant = Ayre t in [0 Cyry) 

TPy(T) = -A By(T-1) CO) yar 7 7 

YwT) =E1 + rpy(T) YM) CMa Yn (1) 

Ty(T) = rPy(T) YT) 

BCT) = A ByC(T-1) + rpy(T) ry(T) 

[Cyr O)= Cyr r- CODna 7 Burs 

Bur = ByrittnM) [Cyr 9] 

Epx(T) = d(T) + Wari Y A(T) 

En(T) = Epy Yp{T) 

Wat = Wyr-i + en) Cyr 

  

This Table, and the algorithm used, are taken from Cioffi [1984], Table II on page 314. 

2 The notation C(N) refers to the N® element in the filter C - numbering from 0 to N, left to right - 

and is, thus, a scalar.
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Table 3-2 

Definitions of Variables Used in Cioffi’s Equations 

Ay 7 = [1 a, a, ... ay] The forward prediction filter at time T 

and of order N 

By 7 = [b, ba... by 1) The backward prediction filter at time 

T and of order N 

Cyr = [C1 Cg --- Cy] The filter related to the Kalman gain 

vector at time T and of order N 

Wy 7 = [Wy W2 ... Wy The joint-process filter at time T and 

of order N 

Yy(T) = [yCT) y(T-1) ... y(T-N+1)]’ The input data vector at time T with N 

elements 

fyT) = Ay Yn!) The forward filter residual, or error, at 

time T 

Ty(T) = By t¥ya1 7) The backward filter residual, or error, 

at time T 

Yn(T) = 1+ Cy 7 YQ(T) The gain filter residual, or error, at 

time T 

€,(T) = d(T) + Wy rYn(T) The joint-process filter residual, or 

error, at time T 

Oy(T) = min|]Yy.,(D Ay rll? The minimized squared length of the 

forward residual error vector at time T
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Table 3-2 Continued 
Definitions of Variables Used in Cioffi’s Equations 

By(T) = min|[Yy,,(DB'y a1? The minimized squared length of the 

backward residual error vector at time 

T 

Yy(T) = min||[1 00... 0) + Yyui (MC y el? 

The minimized squared length of the 

gain filter’s residual error vector at 

time T 

fpy(T) = Ayer ¥yai(T) = y(T) + a, y(T-1) + a, y(T-2) + ...+ ay y(T-N) 
The forward prediction residual, or 

error, at time T 

rpy(T) = By p-1Ynei(T) = byy(T) + by y(T-1) + ...+ By yYCT-N+1) + y(T-N) 
The backward prediction residual, or 

error, at time T 

€px(T) = d(T) + Wy Yn) The joint-process prediction residual, 

or error, at time T 

r The time constant 

Yne1(T) The order update of ¥(T) that extends 

the vector space forward by 1 in time 

Cyatt The order update of Cy 7 the extends 

the vector space forward by 1 in time
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and variance oy and y(T) is the output sample. A schematic of the 

autoregressive filter A,,,, appears in Figure 3-1. A listing of the program 

written to produce the autoregressive sequence y(T) given A,,,,, and v(T) can 
auto 

be found in Appendix C.4. 

A block diagram for the experimental set up is shown in Figure 3-2. 

As can be seen, the initial gaussian data is filtered by an autoregressive filter 

and then analyzed by the FTF filter. Figure 3-2 also shows a diagram of the 

FTF filter, depicting the different filters within the FTF filter. From this 

diagram one can see that the forward prediction filter A and the joint-process 

filter W are both one point prediction filters and estimate y(T) given y(T-N) 

to y(T-1) points. This similarity is a result of using the input samples, 

advanced by one sample, as the desired data. This would not normally be 

the case, the joint-process filter would be used to predict some other data or 

not be computed at all. It was done here to ensure that the filters were 

functioning correctly. The backward prediction filter B estimates y(T-N) 

given y(T-N-1) to y(T). The gain filter C will have coefficients based upon 

the size of the errors in predicting the input. 

Different values of the filter A,,,, 

y(T). These values for A,,,,, were derived by choosing reflection 

were used to produce input data 

coefficients? of 0.2 and using the algorithm from Appendix A.1 to convert 

them to the coefficients of A,,,,- The reflection coefficients of 0.2 were 

chosen because values less than 1 produce filters that have bounded output 

and 0.2 is well below 1. The different filters, because of the different orders, 

  

3 The reflection coefficients are related to the autocorrelation function. The definition and 

derivation of the reflection coefficients can be found in Haykin [1986] beginning on page 142.
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have different eigenvalue spreads. The eigenvalue spread of a data sequence 

is a measure of the singularity of the the autocorrelation matrix, which the 

adaptive filter must invert to calculate the coefficients of the filters needed to 

produce the desired output. To find the eigenvalue spread, a program was 

written to calculate and find the eigenvalues of the autocorrelation matrix of 

the data. The ratio of the maximum and minimum eigenvalue is the 

eigenvalue spread. The eigenvalue spread program can also be found in 

Appendix A.2. 

Cioffi’s FTF algorithm, in equation form, can be found in Table 3-1. 

Several different parameters were studied to analyze the behavior of the 

auto’ Lhe 

variables of particular interest are fpy rpy(T), and €p,{T), which are the 

adaptive filter as it determined the coefficients needed to match A 

forward, backward, and joint-process prediction errors, and &,(T)and y,(T), 

which are variables involved in the updating of the filter coefficients. The 

norm of the difference between the coefficients in A,,,,, and the coefficients 

in the forward prediction filter, A, is used to measure how close the adaptive 

filter has gotten to the correct answer. The programs written to calculate this 

normalized difference appears in Appendix C.2. Botto’s [1] “control 

variable", Ex(n) in Table 3-1, was also used to track the stability of the 

calculated coefficients. Table 3-3 lists the tests made during the study, and 

the values of the parameters that were varied. 

The limit on the precision of the results was simulated by multiplying 

the result of every multiplication and addition by 2s rounding off the 

fractional part, and multiplying the result by 2°"5 This does not limit the
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Table 3-3 
The Parameters Used During the Testing+ 

Test number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

OrderofA 3 1 2 4 5 3 3 3 

time constant, 

Xr 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 

Precision 

(bits) 24 24 24 24 24 16 20 32 

Test number 9 10 

OrderofA 3 3 

time constant, 

XV 0.96 0.98 

Precision 

(bits) 24 24 

  

The Gaussian data statistics and the coefficients of the filter A are listed in Appendix B.
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magnitude of the results, nor how close the results can approach zero before 

becoming zero. The function used to perform these operations appear in 

Appendix D.2. 

The procedure used to generate each of the test data sets was: 

Step 1 Generate a 16384 length data series that has a gaussian 

distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of one. This 

step was done once to create the single gaussian series used as 

input to the autoregressive filter. 

Step 2 Filter the gaussian data series with the autoregressive filter as 

defined above. During this process, estimate the transient 

effects associated with starting the filter with no past samples 

and drop the appropriate number of points from the beginning 

of the output. 

Step 3 Create the desired data sequence, d(T), by dropping the first 

point of the autoregressive data sequence. 

Figure 3-2 shows the system that was used to test the adaptive filter. 

The white noise, v(T), was used to generate the autoregressive data, y(T). 

This data was then used as the desired sequence, d(T), after one point was 

dropped to advance the data by one sample. This advance forces the joint- 

process filter to solve the same one-point prediction problem that the 

forward prediction filter addresses. 

The data series y(T) and d(T) were then used in the RLS adaptive 

filter routine listed in Appendix D.1. The forward prediction error from the 

forward prediction filter Ay 7 is fpy(T) from the equation:
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fpy(T) = Ayor-1¥yei(T) = y(T)+8, y(T-1) +4) y(T-2)+...+4y y(T-N) (3-3a) 
= v(T) -a, y(T-1)-a, y(T-2)-...-ay y(T-N) 

+a, y(T-1)+a, y(T-2)+...+a, y(T-N) 

= v(T) (3-3b) 
When A, 7 equals the filter A,,,, then, as can be seen in equation (3- 

3b), fpx(T) will equal the gaussian data sample v(T) and the difference 

between fp,(T) and v(T) is a measure of the error in the filter coefficients of 

Ay 7. Intuitively, one would expect this result because this error represents 

the unpredictable, or unknown, part of the autoregressive sequence. 

All of the parameters used in the adaptive filter were saved and 

examined later. The joint-process filter W, and the forward predictive filter 

Ay 7 were analyzed by calculating the difference between the filters and the 

values they should have had, the coefficients of the autoregressive filter 

Asano» 

referred to as A““(T) and W“{(T), and were calculated and converted to 

and then taking the norm of the differences. These differences will be 

decibels in the routines shown in Appendix C.1 using the following 

formulae: 

ASFCT) = Ay r(T) - Agu (3-4a), 

Wail(T) = [1 Wy7(T)] - Agito (3-4b).
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These results were then converted to a decibel scale by the formulae: 

db[A@(T), Aju] = 10* log([A@#(T) + ASM(T)] /[Agio * Agucll (3-5a), 

db[Wif(T),A.,..] = 10* log[[WSi(T) » WSCT)/[A,... * Aaucll (3-5b). 

These are the results presented in the following section.



4. Results 

The presentation of the results begins with a detailed examination of 

one test, to give the reader a sense of how the algorithm works. The second 

section examines the effects of changing the filter order. The third section 

shows the effects of changes in the precision of the calculations on the 

algorithm’s stability. The fourth, and final, section looks at the effects of 

changing the time constant, A, on the number of iterations before the 

algorithm becomes unstable. 

A description of the plots presented in the following section will help 

the reader interpret the data. For all of the graphs, the horizontal axis is the 

number of iterations. The vertical axis is in decibels for those parameters 

that are related to the filters or the output from the filters. When the vertical 

axes are in decibels, the reference is the "true" result. 

Several of the figures presented are of the RMS of the signals of 

interest. The formula used to calculate the RMS is: 

RMS[x] := Sqrt[ (1/Dimension[x]) * (x ° x) ] (4-1), 

where x is a vector. For all the RMS results presented, no zeros were added 

to the start of the input data or to the start of the results. Since a window of 

50 points has been used for each of these plots, this has caused a shift in the 

result of 25 points to the left in the graphs, when compared to the input data 

points that the results are estimating. 

The figures that show the RMS of the difference between the forward 

prediction error, fp, and the gaussian data used to generate the autoregressive 

data contain data that were generated using the equation: 

22
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Lifp(n-i) - gauss(n-i)]2 

diffdb(a)=10* log gauss(n-i) (4-2) 
  

The gaussian data in (4-2) has the number of points that were used to 

start the autoregressive filter and allow the start-up transients to decay 

removed. As discussed above, the data will be shifted 25 points earlier in 

time, or to the left in the plots, when compared to the input data or any 

results that are not filtered with the RMS routine. These figures compare the 

forward prediction error with the gaussian data that would be generated if the 

coefficients were exactly correct and the precision was infinite 

4.1 Detailed examination. Filter of order three, A of 0.94, 

precision of 24 bits. 

This test was made using a A of 0.94, filter order of 3, and precision of 

24 bits. Figure 4-1 shows the norm of the error in coefficients of: (a) the 

forward prediction filter, A; and (b) the joint process filter, W. Both filters 

diverge at an exponential rate, as indicated by the constant slope of the data 

(note that the vertical axis is in decibels). Figure 4-2 focuses on the first 

1000 iterations of the same data. Both filters A (a) and W (b) converge to 

the correct coefficients and remain there for approximately 280 iterations, at 

which point they diverge in jumps.
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A, the forward prediction filter. 
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W, the joint-process filter. 

Figure 4-1 
The norm of the error in the coefficients, in decibels.
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(a) 
A, the forward prediction filter. 
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W, the joint-process filter. 
Figure 4-2 

The norm of the error in the coefficients, in decibels.
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A comparison of the plots for filters A and W in both Figure 4-1 and 

4-2 shows that they are the same except for a small vertical offset. This is 

the result of the first coefficient of the filter A, which is not a part of the 

filter W. Since the value of this coefficient is always 1, it has zero error. 

This subtracts a constant from the error in the coefficients of the filter A 

compared to the filter W. 

Figure 4-3 shows that the backward prediction filter also converges to 

the correct coefficients for a time before beginning to diverge. In this case, 

however, the filter begins to diverge at approximately iteration 200, before 

the divergence affects the other filters. Figure 4-3 also shows an unusual 

characteristic in that the filter error diverges slowly for a number of 

iterations, jumps up suddenly, and then jumps back down. This behavior is 

repeated at what seem to be random intervals. After divergence the filter 

error is never below a limiting minimum value. 

Figure 4-4(a) is a graph of the RMS of the forward prediction error, 

averaged over 50 points. Figure 4-4(b) is a graph of the RMS of the gaussian 

data that was used to generate the autoregressive data that was the input to 

the FTF filter. This gaussian data represents the part of the input data the 

filter could not predict, even if it had solved for the exactly correct 

coefficients. This Figure shows that the forward prediction error is very 

close to the gaussian data. Figure 4-5(a) is a plot of this very difference, and 

shows that the RMS values are close until the filter diverges. Figure 4-5(b) 

shows the same information, but in a way that is more sensitive to small
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(a) 11750 iterations. 
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(b) 1000 iterations. 

Figure 4-3 

The norm of the error, in decibels, of the coefficients of B, the 

backward prediction filter.
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(a) The forward prediction error, fp. 
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(b) The gaussian data used to generate the autoregressive 

sequence. 
Figure 4-4 

RMS, taken over 50 points.
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(b) The difference in the RMS, in decibels. 

Figure 4-5 
The RMS of the forward prediction error, fp, vs. the gaussian 

sequence.
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changes in differences because it is plotted in decibels, using the gaussian 

RMS values as a reference. As Figure 4-5(b) shows the error for this test 

was between -20 and -30 dB after the filter had converged and before the 

divergence has begun. 

Figure 4-6 shows the parameter f, the forward error, that is the forward 

prediction error multiplied by y. Figure 4-7 shows the y parameter. Y 

controls the amount of the error in the prediction process that gets fed into 

the various filter coefficients. In a sense, this is the step size, or update 

magnitude, for the filter coefficients in the error space. 

Figure 4 8 shows the backward prediction error and Figure 4-9 shows 

the backward error. These parameters are analogous to the forward 

prediction error and forward error, except that the backward prediction error 

is not calculated directly with B, the backward prediction filter. Figure 4-10 

shows the beta parameter, which is used in the calculation of the backward 

prediction error. Figure 4-11 shows the variable, €, that Botto [1987] 

proposes to use to measure the divergence of the algorithm. This result does 

not match the results given in Botto’s paper because the changes that he 

proposes are not implemented here. The variable is calculated to show that it 

will, as predicted by Botto, indicate when the algorithm is diverging. 

Figure 4-12 shows the parameter a, which is used in the prediction of 

Yw4i(T). As can be seen in Table 3-1, it is actually the ratio of the last a to 

the newly calculated o that is used, along with A, to estimate the y,, ,(T) 

parameter. This ratio is graphed in Figure 4-13. From Figure 4-13(b) one
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_ The forward error, f. 
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Figure 4-11 

Botto’s variable €. 
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Figure 4-13 

The ratio of the last a to the new a, 

for iterations 0 to 400.
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can see that the ratio passes over what appears to be a maximum limit at the 

point that the filter diverges. As will be seen in later figures, this limit is 

related to the value of A used. 

Figure 4-14 shows the joint-process prediction error. Figure 4-15 is a 

| graph of the RMS of the difference between the joint-process prediction 

error and the gaussian data used as input to the autoregressive filter and 

shows that the joint-process prediction error is related to the gaussian data. 

This figure is exactly like Figure 4-5(b), where the forward prediction error 

is compared to the gaussian data. 

Figure 4-16 shows the joint-process error, which is the joint-process 

prediction error multiplied by gamma. Figure 4-17 shows the output of the 

joint-process filter. The error is the difference between this output and the 

input to the filter. Figures 4-18 through 4-21 shows the norm, in decibels, of 

the coefficients of the four filters in the algorithm. The decibel units of the 

norm are referenced to the expected values of the coefficients. The expected 

values used for this reference for the coefficients of the gain filter C are 1’s. 

This norm is related to the energy in the filter for that iteration. Figure 4-18 

shows that the norm of the coefficients of A, the forward prediction filter, is 

the same, other than a scaling difference, as that of W, the joint-process 

filter. This figure also shows that A and W diverge suddenly, remain at one 

level for a number of iterations, drop down for a short time, and then diverge 

suddenly again. Figure 4-19 shows the norm of the gain filter C. The filter 

C starts out at a low energy level and then gets larger as the filter diverges.
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Figure 4-14 

The joint-process prediction error, ep, 

for iterations 0 to 300
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Figure 4-15 

The RMS of the difference between the joint-process prediction 
error, ep, and the gaussian data, in decibels, averaged over 50 

points.
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Figure 4-16 

The joint-process error, e, 

for iterations 0 to 300.
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The output of the joint-process, 

_ for iterations 0 to 300.
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Figure 4-18 

The norm of the coefficients, in decibels. 
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Figure 4-19 

The norm of the coefficients in C, 

the gain filter, in decibels.
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Figure 4-20 shows the filter B. The filter B does not diverge to large 

numbers as the other filters do. This filter shows a sharp impulse at the 

points that the other filters diverge, but this filter recovers. 

4.2 Filter of order one, A of 0.94, precision of 24 bits. 

Figure 4-21 shows the norm of the error in the forward prediction and 

joint-process filters for a filter of order 1. As can be seen from the figures, 

the filter of order 1 does not explosively diverge for the 16,383 points that 

have been processed. Figure 4-22 is the RMS of the forward prediction error 

and Figure 4-23 is the RMS of the difference between the error and the 

gaussian data, in decibels, with the gaussian RMS used as the reference. The 

RMS of the difference is between -30 and -60 dB below the RMS in the 

gaussian data. 

Figure 4-24 shows the values taken by the parameter y, which decays 

to a small value as the prediction error gets small. Figure 4-25 shows the 

value of the parameter a, and Figure 4-26 shows the ratio of the last alpha to 

the new alpha. This ratio does not cross the seeming limiting value that it 

crossed when the filter of order three was used to analyze the data. This 

crossing of the limit may cause y to exceed some limit that it normally would 

remain below. 

4.3 Filter of order two, A of 0.94, precision of 24 bits. 

Figure 4-27 shows the norm of the errors in the forward prediction (a) 

and the joint-process (b) filters for a filter of order two. As indicated, neither 

filter explosively diverges for the 16383 points calculated. Figure 4-28 

shows the RMS of the difference between the forward prediction error and
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Figure 4-20 
The norm of the coefficients in B, 

the backward prediction filter, in decibels.
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(a) A, the forward prediction filter. 

    
(b) W, the joint-process filter. 

Figure 4-21 

The norm of the error in the coefficients , in decibels, for a 

filter order of 1.
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Figure 4-22 

The RMS of the forward prediction error, fp, for a filter of 

order 1.
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Figure 4-23 
The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 

error, fp, and the gaussian data, in decibels, for filter order 1.
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Figure 4-26 

Ratio of last & to new Q, for filter order 1.
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(a) A, the forward prediction filter. 
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(b) W, the joint-process filter. 

Figure 4-27 

The norm of the error in the coefficients , in decibels, for filter 

order 2.
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Figure 4-28 

The RMS of the difference between 
the forward prediction error, fp, and the gaussian data, in 

decibels, for filter order 2.
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the gaussian data, in decibels, referenced to the RMS of the gaussian data. 

This figure shows that the error is within -20 to -50 dB of the gaussian data 

that should be the result of the forward prediction process. Figure 4-29 

shows the values for the parameter ¥y for this filter. Figure 4-30 shows the 

parameter o and Figure 4-31 shows the ratio of the last @ to the new a. 

4.4 Filter of order four, A of 0.94, precision of 24 bits. 

Figures 4-32 through 4-38 were generated with a filter of order 4. 

Additional plots are included in this set of figures because of the unexpected 

result that this filter does not explosively diverge, when a filter of order 3 

does. These extra plots may shed some additional light on the difference 

between these filters. 

Figure 4-32 shows the norm of the errors in the forward prediction (a) 

and the joint-process (b) filter for a filter of order four. As this figure 

indicates, neither filter explosively diverges for the 16383 points calculated. 

Figure 4-33 shows the RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 

error and the gaussian data, in decibels, referenced to the RMS of the 

gaussian data that should be the result of the forward prediction process. 

Figure 4-34 shows y for the filter of order four. Figure 4-35 shows the 

parameter o and Figure 4-36 shows the ratio of the last a to the new a. This 

ratio is used to compute the estimate of the update parameteryn. Figure 4-37 — 

shows the norm of the coefficients, in decibels, referenced to the expected 

values of the coefficients, in A, the forward prediction filter, and in W, the 

joint-process filter. As these two figures show, the coefficients remain close
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Figure 4-30 

for filter order 2.
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The ratio of the last & to the new QO, 

for filter order 2. 
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(a) A, the forward prediction filter. 
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(b) W, the joint-process error 

Figure 4-32 
The norm of the error in the coefficients , in decibels, for filter 

order 4 for iterations 0 to 16383.
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Figure 4-33 

The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 

error, fp, and the gaussian data, taken over 50 points, in 

decibels, for filter order 4.
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Y, for filter order 4. 
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Q, for filter order 4.
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(a) A, the forward prediction filter. 

    
(b) W, the joint-process filter. 

Figure 4-37 
The norm of the coefficients , in decibels, for filter order 4.
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to their expected values. Figure 4-38 shows the norm of the coefficients of 

the the filter B, the backward prediction filter. The norm for B stays at one 

value after it converges. Figure 4-39 shows the norm of the coefficients of 

C, the gain filter. This figure shows that the norm of the coefficients of the 

gain filter increases exponentially, since the value of the norm increases with 

constant slope on the decibel scale of Figure 4-39. 

4.5 Filter of order five, A of 0.94, precision of 24 bits. 

Figures 4-40 through 4-44 were generated with a filter of order five. 

Figure 4-40 shows the norm of the error in the forward prediction (a) and 

joint-process (b) filters for a filter of order five. As these plots indicate, the 

algorithm explosively diverges. Figure 4-41 shows the RMS of the 

difference between the forward prediction error and the gaussian data, in 

decibels, referenced to the RMS of the gaussian data. The plot shows that 

the difference is low after the filter converges, but that after a number of 

iterations is grows exponentially. Figure 4-42 shows y for this filter. Figure 

4-43 shows o and Figure 4-44 shows the ratio of the last a to the new a. 

This last plot shows that the ratio again passes the limiting value at the point 

that the filter begins to diverge. 

4.6 Filter of order three, A of 0.94, precision of 16 bits. 

Figures 4-45 to 4-49 look at the test where the filter is of order three 

and the precision is 16 bits. Figure 4-45 shows the norm of the errors in the 

coefficients of the forward prediction filter for 16383 iterations (a) and 1000 

iterations (b). These plots show that the filter does not explosively diverge 

for 16383 iterations. The errors in the coefficients for the joint-process filter 

are not shown because they are the same as those for the forward prediction
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Figure 4-38 

The norm of the coefficients in B, 

the backward prediction filter, in decibels, for filter order 4.
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Figure 4-39 

The norm of the coefficients in C, 

the gain filter, in decibels, for filter order 4.
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(b) W, the joint-process filter. 

Figure 4-40 
The norm of the error in the coefficients , in decibels, for a 

filter of order 5.
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Figure 4-41 

The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 
error, fp, and the gaussian data, for 50 point windows, in 

| decibels.
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Figure 4-42 

Y, for filter order 5. 
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Q, for filter order 5.
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for filter order 5. 
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(b) Iterations 0 to 1000. 

Figure 4-45 

The norm of the error in the coefficients of A, the forward 

prediction filter, in decibels, for a precision of 16 bits.
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filter, except for a small offset caused by the zero error associated with the 

value of one of the first coefficient of A. Figure 4-46 shows that the RMS of 

the difference between the forward prediction error and the gaussian data is 

between -20 and -35 dB once the filter converges. Figure 4-47 shows the y 

parameter for this test, with a precision of 16 bits. Figure 4-48 shows the 

value of o and Figure 4-49 shows the ratio of the last a to the new a. 

4.7 Filter of order three, A of 0.94, precision of 20 bits. 

Figures 4-50 shows the norm of the error in the coefficients of the 

forward prediction (a) and joint-process (b) filters for filters of order three 

and a precision of 20 bits. Figures 4-51 shows the same data sequences, but 

fewer iterations, to focus on the iterations where the filter diverges. Figure 

4-52 shows the RMS of the difference between the forward prediction error 

and the gaussian data, in decibels, referenced to the gaussian data. This plot 

shows that the RMS is low after the filter converges and increases steadily 

after the filter begins to diverge. Figure 4-53 shows the values of y for this 

filter. Figure 4-54 shows the values of the parameter a and Figure 4-55 

shows the ratio of the last o to the new a. 

4.8 Filter of order three, A of 0.94, precision of 32 bits. 

Figures 4-56 shows the norm of the errors in the forward prediction 

filter for a filter of order three and precision 32 bits. Figure 4-56(b) shows 

the same data as appears in Figure 4-56(a), but fewer iterations, to focus on 

the iterations where the filter diverges. The error in the joint-process filter is 

not shown, as the previous plots of the joint-process filter show that it 

matches the forward prediction filter. Figure 4-57 shows the RMS of the 

difference between the forward prediction error and the gaussian data, in
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Figure 4-46 

The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 

error, fp, and the gaussian data, taken 50 points at a time, in 

decibels, for precision 16 bits.
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Figure 4-47 

Y, for precision of 16 bits.
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O, for precision of 16 bits.
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(a) A, the forward prediction filter. 
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(b) W, the joint-process filter. 

Figure 4-50 
The norm of the error in the coefficients, in decibels, for a 

precision of 20 bits.
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(b) W, the joint-process filter. 

Figure 4-51 

The norm of the error in the coefficients, in decibels, for a 

precision of 20 bits.
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Figure 4-52 
The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 

error, fp, and the gaussian data, taken 50 points at a time, in 

decibels. 
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Figure 4-53 

Y, for precision of 20 bits.
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The ratio of the last & to the new Q, for precision of 20 bits. 
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Figure 4-56 

The norm of the error in the coefficients of A, the forward 

prediction filter, in decibels, for a precision of 32 bits.
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Figure 4-57 

The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 
error, fp, and the gaussian data, in decibels, for precision of 32 

bits.
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decibels, referenced to the RMS of the gaussian data. This RMS is 

computed over 50 points. Figure 4-58 shows the values of the parameter y. 

Figure 4-59 shows the values of the parameter @ and Figure 4-60 shows the 

ratio of the last & to the new a. 

4.9 Filter of order three, A of 0.96, precision of 24 bits. 

Figure 4-61 shows the norm of the errors in the forward prediction 

filter for a filter of order three and a A of 0.96. Figure 4-61(b) shows the 

same data as appears in Figure 4-61 (a), but fewer iterations, to focus on the 

iterations where the filter diverges. Figure 4-62 shows the RMS of the 

difference between the forward prediction error and the gaussian data, in 

decibels, referenced to the RMS of the gaussian data. This RMS is 

computed over 50 points. Figure 4-63 shows the values of the parameter y. 

Figure 4-64 shows the values of the parameter a and Figure 4-65 shows the 

ratio of the last & to the new a. 

4.10 Filter of order three, A of 0.98, precision of 24 bits. 

Figure 4-66 shows the norm of the errors in the forward prediction 

filter for a filter of order three and a A of 0.98. Figure 4-66(b) shows the 

same data as appears in Figure 4-66(a), but fewer iterations, to focus on the 

iterations where the filter diverges. Figure 4-67 shows the RMS of the 

difference between the forward prediction error and the gaussian data, in 

decibels, referenced to the RMS of the gaussian data. This RMS is 

computed over 50 points. Figure 4-68 shows the values of the parameter y. 

Figure 4-69 shows the values of the parameter a and Figure 4-70 shows the 

ratio of the last a to the new a.
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Y, for precision of 32 bits. 
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Figure 4-59 

Q, for precision of 32 bits.
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Figure 4-60 

The ratio of the last & to the new Q, for precision 32 bits.
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Figure 4-61 
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the forward prediction filter, in decibels, for aA of 0.96.
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Figure 4-62 
The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 

error, fp, and the gaussian data, in decibels, for a A of 0.96. 
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Figure 4-63 

Y, for a A of 0.96.
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Figure 4-64 

QO, for a A of 0.96.
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Figure 4-66 

The norm of the error of the coefficients of A, the forward 

prediction filter, in decibels, for aA of 0.98.
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Figure 4-67 
The RMS of the difference between the forward prediction 

error, fp, and the gaussian data, in decibels, taken 50 points at 

a time, for a A of 0.98.
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Y, for a A of 0.98.
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5. Discussion 

A particular issue that impacts the following discussion of all of the 

tests presented in the results section is the question of when the adaptive 

filter does become unstable, and what are the external signs of that 

instability. Bottomley [1989], analyzes the causes of instability in the 

conventional RLS algorithm. He found that there were two types of the 

instability, explosive divergence and lock-up divergence. 

None of the tests exhibit the lock-up divergence instability, since the 

errors in the coefficients always vary from iteration to iteration. This 

variation is possible, even though the variable y approaches zero, because of 

the constant growth of the gain filter C. This constant growth of the gain 

filter will be discussed in a following paragraph. 

The explosive divergence can be seen in many of the tests. It is 

impossible to determine which particular variable has "caused" the explosive 

divergence because of the complex interaction between the various variables. 

The only reasonable expectation would be to find a parameter that can 

reliably predict when the algorithm has become unstable. Both Botto’s 

variable, E, and the ratio of the last « to the new a, which is used in the 

estimation of the variable ¥,,, ,, fit into this category. 

For the sake of this discussion I have classified those tests where the 

forward prediction and the joint-process filters have not grown exponentially 

as stable. This classification as stable is only true for the data set that was 

used. A longer data set would presumably have proven even these filters to 

be unstable. For all of the tests performed, the gain filter, C, grew 
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exponentially starting at some iteration. This growth was balanced by an 

equal decrease in the factor (error * C) which is used to update the filters A, 

B, and W. The error used to calculate this update factor uses Y times the 

appropriate prediction error, and y becomes very small at some iteration in 

each of the tests. This allows the filters to remain stable. After some 

number of iterations, y becomes zero, and lock-up divergence occurs, or Y 

stops decreasing and explosive divergence occurs. This may be an inherent 

part of the FTF algorithm; when solving a stationary problem the filters will 

become unstable because of the exponential growth of the gain filter, or the 

exponential decay of the y variable. 

The following discussion is organized by the parameter that varies. In 

the first section the tests covered are those that had different filter orders, 

tests numbered 1 to 5. These tests are examined to determine the effects of 

changes in filter on the stability of the algorithm. The second section covers 

tests numbered 1 and 6 to 8 and examines the effects of changes in the 

precision on the stability. The third section looks at the effects of changes in 

the time constant, A, on the stability in tests 1, 8, and 9. The fourth, and 

final, section discusses future directions that could be explored. 

5.1 Discussions of the effects of changes in the filter order. 

The coefficients for the filter A,,,,, are found in Table 5-1 along with 

the magnitude of the vector from the origin to the root locations, eigenvalues 

and the eigenvalue spreads associated with these filters. As the table shows, 

as the order increases the roots approach the unit circle, making the resulting
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Table 5-1 

The statistics for the A,,,,, filters. 

Filter Coefficients Magnitudes of the Eigenvalues Eigenvalues 

Roots Spread 

{1, 0.2} 5.0 1 

{1, 0.24, 0.2} 2.23607 1.2, 0.8 1.5 

{1, 0.28, 0.248,0.2} 1.89431, 1.62465 0.631125, 1.152, 1.92811 

1.21688 

{1, 0.32, 0.2976, 1.61629, 1.38346 0.491077, 1.08738, 2.48527 

0.256, 0.2} 1.20108, 1.22046 

{1, 0.36, 0.3488, 1.49921, 1.44876, 0.376991, 1.00947, 3.24184 

0.31552, 0.264, 1.26055 1.17981, 1.21159, 

0.2} 1.22214
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autocovariance matrix closer to being singular. One would expect that as the 

order of the filter increased the algorithm would be less stable. This is borne 

out by the first three tests, where the filters of order one and two are stable 

and the filter of order three is unstable. The fourth test does not fit this 

pattern: here the fourth order filter is stable. The fifth test shows that the 

filter of order five is unstable. 

The variable y decays exponentially after an initial period during 

which the filter converges. The y for the filter of order four does not go 

above 0.07 and decays almost immediately. This is different than the other 

tests, where ¥ starts out between 0.8 and 1 and does not begin to decay for at 

least 75 points. This could be the cause of the fourth order filter staying 

stable, in that the small y prohibits the error from changing the coefficients 

by too large an amount. 

Another difference between the third order and the fourth order filters 

is the behavior of the norm of the gain filter C. For the filter of order three 

the norm of the coefficients goes to a level of approximately -20 dB and 

remains there until about iteration 200, when it diverges exponentially. The 

norm of the coefficients for the filter of order four begins by jumping to 

almost 120 dB before the filter converges and the norm drops back to 

approximately 0 dB. But the norm of the coefficients begins to diverge 

immediately. These effects are related to the similar changes in the variable 

Y:
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Another difference between the filter of orders three and four is the 

coefficients of B. In the filter of order three the coefficients of B continue to 

change after the filter has converged. For the filter of order four the 

coefficients lock-up after the filter converges. This lock-up of the 

coefficients of B does not seem to affect the coefficients in the other filters, 

so this does not exactly reflect the lock-up divergence that was described 

above in section 5.0, but it could also be an explanation of why the filter 

does not diverge explosively. 

Figure 4-40 shows the error in the coefficients for a filter of order five. 

For this test the error explosively diverges for the first 4000 iterations and 

then it stops increasing and flattens out. The coefficients then slowly 

increase for the rest of the 16383 iterations. 

5.2 Discussions of the effects of changes in the precision. 

The results in this section are also counter-intuitive. One would 

expect that as the precision was increased the algorithm would become more 

stable. The results found here is that the filter is stable for a precision of 16 

bits and unstable for all precisions greater than 16 bits. 

For the test using 16 bits, the RMS of the difference between the 

forward prediction error and the gaussian data, shown in 4-47, starts at -10 

dB and drops for the next 80 points, where it reaches -35 dB. This is 

different than for tests 1,7, and 8, where the RMS of the difference drops to 

approximately -20 dB and remains there until the filter starts to diverge.
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Another difference in test number 6, with 16 bits, is that the error in 

the coefficients of A, the forward prediction filter, matches the error for the 

other tests for approximately the first 100 iterations, and then the other tests 

all become different, diverging in the next 200 iterations. This can be seen 

by comparing Figures 4-2, 4-46, 4-52, and 4-57. 

5.3 Discussions of the effects of changes in the time constant A. 

The A used for tests 1, 9, and 10 were 0.94, 0.96, and 0.98, 

respectively. Comparing Figures 4-2, 4-62, and 4-67, which show the errors 

in the coefficients of A, the forward prediction filter, one can see that the 

results match for the first 100 iterations for all three and for the first 250 for 

the A of 0.96 and 0.98. The figures also show that the algorithms become 

unstable and explosively diverge at 270 iterations for A of 0.94, at 320 

iterations for A 0.96, and at 490 for A of 0.98. This result strongly supports 

the hypothesis that increasing the time constant will increase the number of 

iterations before the filter becomes unstable.



6. Conclusions 

The results from the study of the effects of changes in the order of the 

filter do not fit with what one would intuitively expect. Further testing may 

lead to explanations of why increasing the filter order did not cause 

instability in the case of an order four filter. One possible explanation is that 

the stability of the algorithm is a chaotic process and depends heavily on the 

initial conditions. One method that could test this would be to start the filter 

at different points in the same data series and study the resulting stability. 

The effects of changing the precision of the calculations also did not 

fit with what one would expect. Intuitively, if the stability is related to the 

difference between the infinite precision of the mathematical equations and 

the finite precision of the actual algorithm, one would expect more precision 

to improve the performance of the filter. This was shown to not be the case, 

since 16 bits was more stable than the other filter implementations. A 

possible explanation of this may be that 16 bits is not sufficient precision to 

express the numerical noise of the algorithm. 

The tests of the effects of the changes of the time constant show that 

as the time constant approaches one the algorithm remains stable for more 

iterations. This is an expected result and the trade-off is between the speed 

with which the algorithm adapts and the stability of the algorithm. 

One result of the testing was the discovery that the ratio of the 

previous & with the new & is a good indicator for the occurrence of 

divergence. This has not been discussed previously in the literature and 

would be useful in determining when to use rescue methods. 
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7. Summary 

The fast transversal adaptive filter proposed by Cioffi [1984] was 

implemented on a NeXT computer in C and analyzed using Mathematica™. 

The precision of the algorithm was varied by limiting the number of bits in 

the mantissa of the results of all calculations. The filter was used to analyze 

data that was the output of an autoregressive filter with white gaussian noise 

as input. The desired input used was the same as the input to the predictive 

filter, advanced by one point. 

After studying the resulting stability of the algorithm with changes in 

the filter order, precision, and time constant it was concluded that the 

relationship between the filter order and precision and the stability of the 

filter was not clearly defined. The changes in the time constant did produce 

predictable changes in the stability of the filter; as the time constant 

approached one the filter became more stable. 

The final result of the testing is that the ratio of the previous & to the 

new © is a good predictor of the onset of divergence of the filter and may 

make a good indicator of when to use rescue methods proposed in the 

literature. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix contains the Mathematica programs that were used 

to generate autoregressive filter coefficients given a set of reflection 

coefficients and to compute eigenvalues and the eigenvalue spread from the 

autoregressive filter coefficients and the actual data. For these programs, the 

input commands are given in bold type and the output is given in normal 

type. A different font is used to differentiate the Mathematica™ commands 

from the text of this appendix. 

A.l Generating Autoregressive Filter Coefficients 

The reason for deriving the filter coefficients from the reflection 

coefficients is that the filter will be stable as long as each of the reflection 

coefficients is less than one. There is no straightforward rule for deriving a 

stable set of filter coefficients, each set must be analyzed separately. The 

program given below runs in Mathematica, which is a software product 

that performs symbolic, algebraic, and geometric mathematics. The software 

is available to run on Sun’s2, Macintosh’s?, and other popular 

computers. 

The commands used to generate the coefficients, and the commands 

used to calculate the roots of the filter derived, are presented below, along 

with the results. 

  

1 Mathematica™ is a trademark of Wolfram Research Inc. 

2Sun is a trademark of the Sun Microsystems Inc. 

3Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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The function, called "A" here, used to calculate the autoregressive 

filter coefficients was written as a Mathematica™ function. The function 

takes a list of reflection coefficients and generates lists of filter coefficients, 

one for the first reflection coefficient, one for the first two reflection 

coefficients, etc. The code for the function is: 

(* This function calculates the filter coefficients for the given reflection 

coefficients. it returns a vector that contains all the filter coefficients generated as 

each reflection coefficient is used. *) 

A[reflectCoef_List] := 

Block[{j, Y,len}, 

Y ={{1}}; 
len = Length[reflectCoef]; 

For[j = 2, j <= len + 1, j++, 

AppendTo[Y,Append[Y[[J-1]],0] + 
Prepend[Reverse[reflectCoef[[j-1]]*Y[[j-1]]], 0]] 

1; 
Return[Y] 

The command used to generate the transversal filter coefficients and 

the results are: 

filters = MatrixForm[Al[{.2,.2,.2,.2,.2}] ] 

{1} 
{1, 0.2} 

{1, 0.24, 0.2} 

{1,0.28, 0.248, 0.2} 

{1,0.32, 0.2976, 0.256, 0.2} 

{1,0.36, 0.3488, 0.31552, 0.264, 0.2}
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Each line of the results above are for a set of reflection coefficients 

one larger than the previous line. For example, the second line, {1, 0.2}, is 

the set of transversal filter coefficients associated with the reflection 

coefficient {0.2}, and the third line, {1, 0.24, 0.2}, is associated with the 

reflection coefficients {0.2, 0.2}. 

The commands used to generate the root locations for the filter zeroes 

and the results of those commands are: 

Mag[x_] := Sqrt[Re[x]A2 + Im[x]42] 

buildPoly[x_, count_Integer] := Table[Function[#14#2] [ x, i), {1,0,count}] 

equation = buildPoly/[x, 3] 

{1, x, x42, x43} 

The first two commands above define functions used below, and the 

last command shows the results of the buildPoly function. The next 

command generates the equations that define the zeros of the filters. Each of 

the five filters defined in the results above are used to generate an equation 

here. 

y = Table[filters[[n]}.buildPoly[x,n-1], {n, 2, 6}) 

{1 + 0.2°x 

1+ 0.24°x +0.2°x42, 
1 + 0.28*x + 0.248*xA2 + 0.2*°x3, 

1 + 0.32*x + 0.2976*x'2 + 0.256*x'3 + 0.2°x44, 

1 + 0.36*x + 0.3488*x'2 + 0.31552*x*3 + 0.264*x4 + 0.2°x5} 

The next command solves for the roots of each of the five equations of 

y calculated above. 

»
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roots = Table[ Solve[y[[i]]==0,x], {i,5}] 

{{{x “> -5.}}, 

{{x -> -0.6000000000000001 + 2.154065922853801"*!}, 

{x -> -0.6000000000000001 - 2.154065922853801"1}}, 

{{x -> -1.894314446926991}, 

{x -> 0.3271572234634954 - 1.591365910399773"|}, 

{x -> 0.3271572234634954 + 1.591365910399773*I}}, 

{{x -> -1.248431893413646 - 1.026545834873787"}, 

{x -> -1.248431893413646 + 1.026545834873787°}}, 

{x -> 0.6084318934136457 - 1.2424875091 19738"1}, 

{x -> 0.60843189341 36457 + 1.242487509119738*1}}, 

{{x -> -1.499207074803088}, 

{x -> -0.6352041697758197 - 1.302079070141634"}}, 

{x -> -0.6352041697758197 + 1.302079070141634"}}, 

{x -> 0.724807707177364 - 1.031325153069201*l}, 

{x -> 0.724807707177364 + 1.031325153069201*I}}} 

The next command calculates the magnitude of each of the five sets of 

roots calculated above. 

Table[ N[ Mag[x /. roots[[i]] ] J, {i, 1, 5}] 

{{5.}, {2.23606797749979, 2.23606797749979}, 

{1.894314446926991, 1.624646826127711, 1.62464682612771 1}, 

{1.616285415262138, 1.616285415262138, 1.383461086999373, 

1.383461086999373}, 

{1.499207074803088, 1.448756101696035, 1.448756101696035, 

1.260546621008885, 1.260546621008885}}
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A.2 Eigenvalues and Eigenvalue spreads. 

There are two programs presented below, one that uses the 

autoregressive filter coefficients to calculate the theoretical eigenvalues of 

the resulting autoregressive sequence, and one that uses the output of the 

autoregressive filter when gaussian data is used as the input. The second 

method of calculation should agree with the first method when it is 

calculated over large amounts of data. When the actual eigenvalues are 

calculated they will differ from the predicted (theoretical) eigenvalues 

because of the variations in the local statistics of the gaussian sequence that 

was used as input. 

The theoretical program is based on the following set of equations: 

R, =h, * Ro +h, *R, +h, *R, +h, * R, +h, * Ry (A-1a) 

R, =h, *R, +h, * Roth, *R,+h,* R,+h,*R, (A-1b) 

R, =h, *R, +h, *R, +h, *Rjo+h,*R, +h, *R, (A-1c) 

R,=h, *R, +h, *R, +h, *R, +h, * Ro+h,*R, (A-1d), 

which are derived from the following: 

u(i) = h,uGi-1) + h,uG-2) + h,uG-3) + h,uGi-4) + huGi-5)+v(n) (A-2a) 

R, = &, u(i) u(i-k) + Luci - k) vGi) (A-2b). 

Because the noise sequence v(n) and the output u(i-k) are uncorrelated 

the second summation in (A-2b) is zero for all k > 0. Equations (A-1) and 

(A-2) are given for the fifth order filter case; for filters with less coefficients 

some of the terms of (A-1) are dropped and not all of the equations are used. 

For an order N filter, N-1 equations involving Ro, R,, ... are used, and solved 

for Ry = 1. When R,j is not equal to 1, the actual eigenvalues of the
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autocovariance matrix will be different, but the eigenvalue spread will 

remain the same. The autocovariance matrix is: 

f _ 

Ro R; R; R; R, 
TR, RoR: R, Rg 

autocovariance matrix = R, R, Ry R, R, (A - 3) 

R; Ry R, Ro R; 
R, R; Ry R, Ro     

The derivation of the eigenvalues, using Mathematica", for a filter of 

order three is reproduced below. The first command defines the coefficients 

to use. 

hH = {-0.28, -0.248, -0.2} 
{-0.28, -0.248, -0.2} 

The next command solves the equations and the command following 

that creates the autocovariance matrix. The third command displays the 

matrix in the more normal format. 

out = Solve[{r0 == 1, r1 == {r0, r1, r2} . hH, 

r2 == {r1, r0, r1} . hH}, {r0, r1, r2}] 

{{r0 -> 1., 11 -> -0.2, r2 -> -0.152}} 

rR = {Table[{r0 /. out{[1]], r1 /. out[[1]], r2 /. out[{[1]] }J, 

Table[{r1 /. out[[1]],r0 /. out[[1]], r1 /. out[[1]] }], 

Reverse[ Table[{r0 /. out[[1]], r1 /. out[[1]], r2 /. out[[1]] }] ] } 

{{1., -0.2, -0.152}, {-0.2, 1., -0.2}, {-0.152, -0.2, 1.}} 

MatrixForm([rR] 

1. -0.2 -0.152 

-0.2 1. -0.2 

-0.152 -0.2 1. 

The next command computes the eigenvalues and this result is used to 

calculate the spread.
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eigen = Eigenvalues/[rR] 

{0.6311245998722328, 1.152, 1.216875400127768} 

Max[eigen]/Min[eigen] 

1.928106431557439 

The second program reads in the autoregressive data and calculates the 

autocovariance matrix from the data. This program is also presented for a 

filter of order three. 

The function that calculates the data vector needed to calculate the 

autocovariance matrix is: 

CreateU[input_List, No_Integer, output_] := 

Block([{j, i, temp, len}, 

len = Length[ input]; 

temp[1] = input; 

For[j = 2, j <= No, j++, 

temp|[j] = Prepend[ Take[temp]j-1], len - 1], 0] 

); 
output = Transpose|[ Table[ temp[i], {i, No}] ] 

] 

The function used to generate the data matrix is: 

Clear[U]; CreateU[Take[data, {200, 250}], 3, U]; 

The function used to generate the autocovariance matrix and 

determine the eigenvalues and eigenvalue spread is: 

R = Transpose[U] . U; 

MatrixForm[R] 

65.73497170856099 -4.950981203614786 -12.06798366495152 

-4.950981203614786 65.2527543960921 -5.912579407423567 

-12.06798366495152 -5.912579407423567  63.33521414679232 

eigen = Eigenvalues[R} 

{48.79809989628308, 76.67251984811732, 68.85232050704498} 

Max[eigen)/Min[eigen) 

1.571219371473057
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As can be seen, this result differs from the theoretical result given 

above. This is because of the local statistics of the gaussian noise that was 

used to generate the autoregressive data.



Appendix B 

This appendix contains the statistics of the gaussian data used to 

generate the autoregressive data, the filter coefficients used for the 

autoregressive filter, and the eigenvalues and eigenvalue spreads for each of 

the filters. 

B.1 Autoregressive Filter Coefficients 

The five filters used for the autoregressive filter are: 

Filter Coefficients Filter Order 

{1, 0.2} 1 

{1, 0.24, 0.2} 2 

{1, 0.28, 0.248, 0.2} 3 

{1, 0.32, 0.2976, 0.256, 0.2} 4 

{1, 0.36, 0.3488, 0.31552, 0.264, 0.2} 5 

B.2 Eigenvalues and Eigenvalue Spreads 

The theoretical eigenvalue spreads for each filter order. 

Filter Order Eigenvalues Eigenvalue Spread 

1 0.2 1 

2 1.2, 0.8 1.5 

3 0.631125, 1.152, 1.21688 1.92811 

4 0.491077, 1.08738, 1.20108, 1.22046 2.48527 

5 0.376991, 1.00947, 1.17981, 1.21159, 1.22214 3.24184 
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The actual eigenvalue spread was calculated for filter orders two and three 

for various set of points. The results are: 

Point Span Eigenvalue Spread Eigenvalue Spread 

for order 2 for order 3 

1 to 1024 1.38264 1.76644 

100 to 150 1.40168 2.02203 

150 to 200 2.30266 

100 to 300 1.33111 

200 to 250 1.57122 

300 to 500 1.58339 

B.3 Gaussian Data Statistics 

The statistics of the gaussian data used to produce the autoregressive 

data are: 

Statistics Value 

Mean 0.0017520623238935 

Variance 0.991361335138132874 

The statistics of the autoregressive data are: 

Statistics Value 

Mean 0.0007788744124789 

Variance 1.767762204320300922 

Skewness 0.010854736726538733 

The Fourier transform of the first 32768 points of the autoregressive 

data is shown is figure B-1.
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Figure B-1 

The Fourier Transform of the Autoregressive Data.



Appendix C 

This appendix contains the C programs that were used to calculate the 

error in the coefficients, the normalized log of the error in the coefficients, 

and the autoregressive filter. 

C.1 ‘Vector Error Program 
I* This program reads in a data set and calculates the difference between it 

and the expected results. */ 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <fentl.h> 

#include <sys/file.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#define DATA_LENGTH 16384 

#define MAX_COL 6 

#define LINE_MAX 200 

double input[DATA_LENGTH * MAX_COL], result{DATA_LENGTH * 

MAX_COL]; 

int write_vector( FILE “file_p, double “vector, int count); 

main() 

{ 
int i, j, n_written, n_read, end_test; 

FILE “file_p; 

char _ filename[80], name[80]; 

char outline[LINE MAX], tmpline[LINE_MAX], tmpstring[80]; 

double expect_result[MAX_COL]; 

int loop_count, col_dim; 

/* Get the number of data points to process. */ 

printf( " Enter the number of points to generate (max %d): ", 
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DATA_LENGTH); | 
scanf( "%d", &loop_count); 

if (loop_count > DATA_LENGTH) loop_count = DATA_LENGTH; 

/* Get the column dimension of the data to read in. */ 

printf( “Enter the column dimension of the data array (max %q):", 

MAX_COL); 

scanf( "%d", &col_dim); 

if ( col_dim > MAX_COL ) col_dim = MAX_COL; 
if ( col_dim < 1) col_dim = 1; 

/*Get the name of the file to read the input data from and read the data.*/ 

printf( "Enter the filename to read the input from : "); 

scanf( "%s", name); 

sprintf( filename, "%s.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “rb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_read = (int)fread( input, (size_t)8, (size_t)(loop_count*col_dim), file_p); 

fclose(file_p); 

if (n_read != loop _count*col_dim ) 

{ 
printf( "Error in reading from file, n_read = %d\n", n_read); 

exit( 1); 

} 

/* Find out what was expected. */ 

for( i=0; i < col_dim; i++) 

{ 
printf( “Enter %d expected value to compare to:", i+1); 

scanf( "%lf", &expect_result{i]); 

} 
i" Now calculate the difference. */ 

printf( " Computing %d points\n", loop_count); 

for( i=0; i < loop_count; i++) 

{ 
for (j=0; j < col_dim; j++) 

result[(i*col_dim)+jJ=input[(i*col_dim)+j]-expect_result[]j];
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/“Read in the first part of the file name to write the results to. */ 

printf( "Enter the filename to save the result to : "); 

scanf( "%s", name); 

/* Write out the resulting difference. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%sdiff.dat’, name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( result, (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) loop_count * col_dim, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop count * col_dim) 

printf( "Error in writing the binary, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%sdiff.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

if ( n_written < 0) printf( "Error in writing to file for Win"); 

if( col_dim == 1) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, result, loop count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( "Error writing out the result.\n"); 

} 
else 

{ 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, "{ "); 

if (n_written < 0) 

printf("Error writing file %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

end_test = 0; 

for( i=0; i<loop_count - 1; i++) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, &result[i*col_dim], col_dim); 

if ( n_written < 0 )/*This will only be for NaN.*/ 

{ 
printf("%d points written to file %s\n",i+1, filename);
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end_test = 1; 

break; 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, “,\n"); 

if ( n_written <0) 

printf( "Error writing file %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

} 
if ( end_test == 0 ) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector(file_p,&result[(loop_count-1)*col_ dim], 

col_dim); 

if (n_written != col_dim ) 

printf( "Error writing file named %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, "}"); 

if (n_written <0) 

printf( “Error writing file named %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

} 
fclose(file_p); 

} 
C.2 Normalized Log Program 

/* This program reads in a data set and calculates the difference between it 

and the expected results. */ 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <fentl.h> 

#include <sys/file.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#define DATA_LENGTH 16384 

#define MAX_COL 6 

#define LINE_MAX 200
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double input{DATA_LENGTH * MAX_COL], result(DATA_LENGTH]; 

int write_vector( FILE “file_p, double “vector, int count); 

main() 

{ 

/* 

int i, j, N_written, n_read; 

FILE “file_p; 

char _filename[80], name[80]; 

char outline{[LINE_MAX], tmpline[LINE_MAX], tmpstring[80]; 

double expect_result[MAX_COL], expected_norm, norm; 

int loop_count, col_ dim; 

Get the number of data points to process. */ 

printf( " Enter the number of points to generate (max %d): ", DATA_LENGTH); 

scanf( "%d", &loop_count); 

if (loop_count > DATA_LENGTH) loop_count = DATA_LENGTH; 

/* Get the column dimension of the data to read in. */ 

printf( “Enter the column dimension of the data array (max %d):", MAX_COL); 

scanf( "%d", &col_dim); 

if (col_dim > MAX_COL ) col_dim = MAX_COL; 

if ( col_dim < 1) col_dim = 1; 

/*Get the name of the file to read the input data from and read the data.*/ 

printf( "Enter the filename to read the input from : "); 

scanf( "%s", name); 

sprintf( filename, "%s.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “rb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_read = (int)fread( input, (size_t)8, (size_t)(loop_count*col_dim), file_p); 

fclose(file_p); 

if (n_read !=loop_count*col_dim ) 

{ 
printf( “Error in reading from file, n_read = %d\n", n_read); 

exit( 1);
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Read in the expected vector to use as reference in the db calculation. */ 

for( i=0; | < col_dim; i++) 

{ 
printf( “Enter %d expected value to compare to:", i+1); 
scanf( "%lf", &expect_result[i]); 

} 

Calculate the norm of the expected answer. ‘*/ 

expected_norm = 0; 

for( i = 0; i < col_dim; i++) 

expected_norm += expect_result[i] * expect_result[i]; 

Now calculate the log norm. */ 

printf(" Computing %d points\n", loop_ count); 

for( i=0; i < loop_count; i++) 

{ 
norm = 0; 

for( j=0; j < col_dim; j++) 

norm += input[(i*col_dim)+{]*input[(i*col_dim)+]; 

result{i] = 10 * log10(norm/expected_norm); 

} 
/*Read in the first part of the file name to write the results to.  —_*/ 

/* 

printf( “Enter the filename to save the result to :"); 
scanf( "%s", name); 

Write out the resulting log norm. */ 
sprintf( filename, “%slnorm.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = (int) fwrite( result, (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error in writing the binary, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, “%slnorm.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename);
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n_written = write_vector( file_p, result, loop_count); 

if (n_written l= loop_count) 

printf("Error writing the result. %d points written.\n”,n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

} 
C.3 + Write Vector and Exponent Conversion Program 
/* This file contains functions that write out a vector of data that Mathematica 

canreadindirectly. ‘*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sys/file.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#define LINE MAX 200 

/* This routine converts the E’s in the string to "*104" for Mathematica. The 

function returns the number of E’s converted, but only does one or none. 

*/ 

int expconvt( output, input) 

char “input, “output; 

{ 
if( strstr(input, "NaN") != NULL) 

{ 
*output = \0’; 

return(0); 

} 
while( “input ) 

{ 
if( “input != ’E’ ) 

“output++ = “input++; 

else 

{ 
strcpy(output, °*104"); 

output += 4; 

input++;
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} 
“output = ‘\0’; 

return(1); 

} 

int write_vector( file_p, vector, count) 
FILE *file_p; 

double ‘vector; 

int count; 

/* This function writes out a 1 dimensional vector in text format that Mathematica 

expects to see. The returned value is the number of values written. 

*/ 

{ 
char tmpline[LINE_MAX], outline[LINE_MAX]; 

int i, n_written, out_count; 

out_count = 0; 

fprintf( file_p, "{"); 

for( i=0; i < count - 1; i++) 

{ 
sprintf( tmpline, "%22.15E,", vector[i]); 

n_written = expconvt( outline, tmpline); 

if (n_written != 1) 

break; 

n_written = fprintf( file_p, "%s", outline); 

out_count++; 

if( (i+1) % 3 == 0) 

fprintf( file_p, "\n"); 

} 
sprintf( tmpline, "%22.15E }", vector[out_count]); 

n_written = expconvt( outline, tmpline); 

if (n_written != 1) 

{ 
strcpy( outline, tmpline); 

printf( "Error converting E’s, line = %s, count = %di\n", 

outline, out_count + 1); 

fprintf(file_p, "%s”, outline); 

out_count++; 

return(-out_count);
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else 

fprintf(file_p, "%s", outline); 
out_count++; 

return(out_count); 

C.4 Autoregressive Filtering Program 

/* This program generates an autoregressive series by filtering the input data. 

*/ 

#include <math.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <fentl.h> 

#include <sys/file.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#define LINE MAX 200 

#define DATA_LENGTH 65536 

#define FILTER _MAX 5 

double  input{(DATA_LENGTH], result{(DATA_LENGTH]; 

void autoreg(double input{], double filter[], int count, int filter_count, double 

result{]); 

main() 

{ 
double filter[FILTER_MAX]; 
double test_result[FILTER_MAX + 1]; 

int i, count, n_written, n_read, filter_count, test_loop; 

FILE “fp; 

char filename[ 80 ], name[80};
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char outline[LINE_MAX], tmpline[LINE_MAX]; 

printf("Enter the filter dimension:"); 

scanf( "%d", &filter_count); 

if (filter_count > FILTER_MAX) 

{ 
filter_count = FILTER_MAX; 

printf(“The filter dimension was set to the maximum of %d”, 

filter_count); 

} 
for( i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

{ 
printf("Enter the %d filter coefficient:”, i+1); 
scanf("%lf" &filter[i]); 

} 
/* The following part of the program calculates how many output points must be 

discarded in order to reduce the start-up transients below the level that can be 

detected. This is done by starting the autoregressive function with an impulse 

and running it until 1 plus the result tests as 1. 

*/ 

test_result[filter_count - 1] = 1; 

test_result[filter_count] = 100; 

for(i = 0; i < filter_count - 1; i++) 

test_result[i] = 0; 

test_loop = 0; 

while( (double)1. + test_result[filter_count] != (double)1. ) 

{ 
test_result[filter_count] = 0; 

for(i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

test_result[filter_count] += filter[i] * test_result[filter_count-(i+1)]; 

test_loop++; 

for(i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

test_result[i] = test_result[i+1]; 

} 
printf( “Drop %d points after the filter has started? ", test_loop); 

scanf("%s",&tmpline); 

if( tmpline[0] != ’y’ ) 

test_loop = 0;
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printf('" Enter the number of points to read in from the data file: "); 

scanf( "%d", &count); 

if (count > DATA_LENGTh) 

{ 
count = DATA_LENGTH; 
printf("The number of points to the maximum of %d", count); 

} 

printf( “Enter the filename to read the input from : "); 

scanf( "%s", name); 

sprinti( filename, "%s.dat", name); 

if( (fp = fopen( filename, "rb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_read = (int) fread( input, (size_t) 8, (size_t) count, fp); 

fclose(fp); 

if (n_read != count ) 

{ 
printf( “Error in reading from file\n"); 

exit( 1); 

} 

printf(" Computing %d points\n", count); 

autoreg(input, filter, count, filter_count, result ); 

printf( “Enter the filename to save the result to : "); 

scanf( "%s", name); 

sprintf( filename, “%s.dat", name); 

if( (fp = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int)fwrite(&result[test_loop], (size_t)8, (size_t)count-test_loop, fp); 

if (n_written != count-test_loop ) printf( “Error in writing to file\n"); 

fclose(fp); 

sprintf( filename, “%s.mat", name); 

if( (fp = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in writing to the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( fp, &result[test_loop], count-test_loop);
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fclose(fp); 

printf("%lf\in", input[1] ); 

} 

double _conv(double input, double “result, double filter[], int points) ; 

void autoreg(input, filter, count, filter_count, result ) 

double _inputj], filter[], result{; 

int count, filter_count; 

{ 
int i; 

result[0] = input[0]; 

for( i = 0; i < filter_count; i++ ) 

result[i + 1] = conv( input[i + 1], &result[O], filter, i+ 1 ); 

for( i = filter_count; i < count ; i++ ) 

{ 
result{i + 1] = conv(input[i + 1],&result[i-(filter_count-1)], filter, 

filter_count); 

} 
return; 

} 

double _conv(input, result, filter, points) 

double input, “result, filter[); 

int points; 

{ 
int i; 

double output; 

output = input; 
for( i = 0; i < points; i++) 
{ 

} 
return( output ); 

output += result[ points - (i + 1) ] * filter[ i J;



Appendix D 

This appendix contains the C programs that make up the adaptive 

filter based on the algorithm from Cioffi [1984]. 

D.1 Adaptive Filter Program 
/* This program uses Cioffi’s algorithm to adaptively filter the input data. 

*/ 

#include <math.h> 

- #include <stdio.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sys/file.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#define DATA_LENGTH 65536 

#define FILTER_MAX 5 

#define LINE_MAX 200 

/* Global variables defined here to save memory space. */ 

double A[DATA_LENGTH][FILTER_MAX + 1]; 
double C[DATA_LENGTH)][FILTER_MAX]; 
double B[DATA_LENGTH][FILTER_MAX + 1]; 
double W[DATA_LENGTH][FILTER_MAX], gamma[DATA_LENGTH]; 
double fp[DATA_LENGTH], y[DATA_LENGTH], f[DATA_LENGTH]; 
double rp[DATA_LENGTH], x[DATA_LENGTH], r[DATA_LENGTH]; 
double ep[DATA_LENGTH], e[DATA_LENGTH], beta[DATA_LENGTH]; 
double output[DATA_LENGTH], d[DATA_LENGTH], 
alpha[DATA_LENGTH]; 

void _cioffi(int filter_count, int loop count, double lambda, int prec); 

double convLowPrec( double *x, double *y, int prec, int count); 

int write_vector( FILE “file_p, double “vector, int count); 
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main() 

int i, n_written, n_read, end_test; 

FILE ‘“file_p; 

char filename[80], name[80]; 

char outline[LINE_MAX], tmpline[LINE_MAX]; 

int. __ filter_count; 

double lambda, mu; 

int loop_count, prec; 

/* Get the filter dimensions. */ 

printf("Enter the filter dimension (max %d): ", FILTER_MAX); 

scanf( "%d", &filter_count); 

if( filter_count > FILTER_MAX ) 

{ 
filter_count = FILTER_MAX; 

printf("Using a filter dimension of %d", filter_count); 

} 

f* Get the number of data points to process through the filter. */ 
printf( " Enter the number of points to generate (max %d): ", 

DATA_LENGTH); 
scanf( "%d", &loop_count); 

if ( loop_count > DATA_LENGTH) loop_count = DATA_LENGTH; 

/* Get the number of bits of precision to use when calculating the parameters in 

the filter algorithm */ 

printf( " Enter the # of bits of precision to use in calculating the filter 

parameters (max 52): "); 

scanf( "%d", &prec); 

if( prec > 52) prec = 52; 

/*Get the name of the file to read the input data from and read the data.*/ 

printf( "Enter the filename to read the input from : "); 

scanf( "%s", name);
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sprintf( filename, "%s.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "rb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_read = (int) fread( y, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

fclose(file_p); 

if (n_read != loop_count ) 
{ . 

printf( "Error in reading from file\n"); 

exit( 1); 

} 

/*Get the name of the file to read the desired data from and read the data.*/ 

/* 

printf( "Enter the filename to read the desired data from : "); 

scanf( "%s", name); 

sprintf( filename, "%s.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "rb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_read = (int) fread( d, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

fclose(file_p); 

if (n_read != loop count ) 

{ 
printf( “Error in reading from file\n"); 

exit( 1); 

} 

lambda = 0; 

while( lambda <= 0 || lambda >= 1 ) 
{ 

printf( “Enter lambda : *); 
scanf( “%lf", &lambda); 

Now go off and calculate the output and intermediate results. */ 
printf(" Computing %d points\n", loop_count); 
cioffi(filter_count, loop_count, lambda, prec ); 

/*Read in the first part of the file name to write all the results to. */
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printf( “Enter the filename to save the result to : "); 
scanf( "%s", name); 

i* Write out the joint-process filter. */ 

sprintf( fllename, "%sW.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

for( i = 0; i < loop_count; i++) 

{ 
n_written = (int) fwrite( &W{i][0], (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) filter_count, file_p); 

if ( n_written != filter_count) 

printf("Error writing W to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

} 
sprintf( filename, "%sW.mat", name); 

fclose(file_p); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in writing to the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = fprintf( file_p, "{ "); 

if (n_written < 0) printf( "Error in writing to file for W\n"); 

end_test = 0; 

for( i=0; i<loop_count - 1; i++) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, &WI[[][O], filter_count); 

if (n_written < 0 )/*This will only be the case for NaN etc.*/ 

{ 
printf("%d points written to file %s\n", i+1, filename); 
end_test = 1; 

break; 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, ",\n"); 
if (n_written <0) 

printf( "Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 

filename, n_written); 

} 
if( end_test == 0 ) 

{
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n_written = write_vector( file_p, &W[loop_count - 1][0], filter_count); 

if (n_written != filter_count ) 

printf( “Error in writing W's in the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 

filename, n_written); 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, "}"); 

if (n_written <0) 

printf( "Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

I’ Write out the gain filter. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%sC.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

for(i = 0; i < loop count; i++) 

{ 
n_written = (int) fwrite( &C[i][0], (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) filter_count, file_p); 

if (n_written != filter_count) 

printf("Error writing C to file, n_written=%d\n", n_written); 

} 
sprintf( filename, "%sC.mat", name); 

fclose(file_p); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf("Error in writing to the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = fprintf( file_p, "{ "); 

if (n_written < 0) printf( “Error in writing to file for C\n"); 

end_test = 0; 

for( i=0; i<loop_count - 1; i++) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, &C[i][O], filter_count); 

if (n_written < 0 )/*This will only be the case for NaN etc.*/ 

{ 
printf("%d points written to file %s\n", i+1, filename); 
end_test = 1; 

break;
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n_written = fprintf( file_p, ",\n"); 

if (n_written < 0 ) 

printf( “Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 

filename, n_written); 

} 
if ( end_test == 0 ) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, &C[loop_ count - 1][0], filter_count); 

if ( n_written != filter_count ) 

printf("Error in writing C’s in the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 
filename, n_written); 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, "}"); 

if (n_written <0 ) 

printf( “Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

/* Write out the forward prediction filter. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%sA.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

for( i = 0; i < loop_count; i++) 

{ 
n_written = (int) fwrite( &A[i][0], (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) (filter_count + 1), file_p); 

if (n_written != (filter_count + 1)) 
printf("Error writing A to file, n_written=%d\n", n_written); 

} 
sprintf( filename, "%sA.mat", name); 
fclose(file_p); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) . 

printf( "Error in writing to the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = fprintf( file_p, "{ "); 

if (n_written < 0) printf( "Error in writing to file for A\n"); 

end_test = 0;
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for( i=0; i<loop_count - 1; i++) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, &Ali][0], filter_count+1); 

if (n_written < 0 )/*This will only be the case for NaN etc.*/ 

{ 
printf("%d points written to file %s\n", i+1, filename); 
end_test = 1; 

break; 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, ",\n"); 

if (n_written <0 ) 

printf( “Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 

filename, n_written); 

} 
if ( end_test == 0 ) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector(file_p,&A[loop_count-1][0], filter_count+1); 

if ( n_written != filter_count+1 ) 

printf( “Error in writing A’s in the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 

filename, n_written); 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, "}"); 

if (n_written <0) 

printf( "Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

/* Write out the backward prediction filter. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%sB.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n"”, filename); 

for( i = 0; i < loop_count; i++) 

{ 
n_written = (int) fwrite( &B[i][0], (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) (filter_count + 1), file_p); 

if (n_written != (filter_count + 1)) 

printf("Error writing B to file, n_written=%d\n", n_written);
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sprintf( filename, "%sB.mat", name); 

fclose(file_p); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in writing to the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, "{ "); 

if (n_written < 0) printf( "Error in writing to file for B\n"); 

end_test = 0; 

for( i=0; i<loop_count - 1; i++) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, &B[i][0], filter_count+1); 

if (n_written < 0 )/*This will only be the case for NaN etc.*/ 

{ 
printf("%d points written to file %s\n", i+1, filename); 

end_test = 1; 

break; 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, ",\n"); 

if (n_written <0) 

printf( “Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 

filename, n_written); 

} 
if( end_test == 0 ) 

{ 
n_written = write_vector(file_p,&B[loop_count-1][0], filter_count+1); 

if (n_written != filter_count+1 ) 

printf( “Error in writing B’s in the file named %s n_written = %d\n", 
filename, n_written); 

} 
n_written = fprintf( file_p, "}"); 

if (n_written <0) 
printf( "Error in writing to the file named %s n_written = %d\n", filename, 

n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

/* Write out the forward prediction error. */ 

sprintf( filename, “%sfp.dat", name); 
if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL)
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printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n’, filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( fp, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if ( n_written != loop_count ) 

printf("Error in writing fp to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%sfp.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf("Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, fp, loop_count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error writing out fp.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the forward error. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%sf.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( f, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if ( n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error in writing f to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, “%sf.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, f, loop _count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error writing out f.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the backward prediction error. */ 
sprintf( filename, “%srp.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 
printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( rp, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( "Error in writing rp to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p);
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sprintf( filename, "%srp.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “w") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, rp, loop_ count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( "Error writing out rp.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the backward error. */ 

sprintf( filename, “%sr.dat", name); 
if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = (int) fwrite( r, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop count) 

printf( “Error in writing r to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%sr.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, r, loop_ count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error writing out r.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the joint-process prediction error. */ 

sprintf( filename, “%sep.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = (int) fwrite( ep, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop count, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error in writing ep to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%sep.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, ep, loop_count); 

if (n_written != loop count) 

printf( “Error writing out ep.\n");
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fclose(file_p); 

Write out the joint-process error. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%se.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf("Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( e, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error in writing e to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 
sprintf( filename, "%se.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 
printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, e, loop count); 

if (n_written |= loop_count) 

printf( "Error writing out e.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the output from the joint-process. */ 

sprintf( filename, “%soutput.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = (int) fwrite( output, (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop_count) printf( 

"Error in writing output to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%Soutput.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, output, loop_count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( "Error writing out output.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the alpha values. */ 

sprintf( filename, “%salpha.dat", name);
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if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( alpha, (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if ( n_written |= loop_count) printi( 

"Error in writing alpha to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%salpha.mat", name); 
if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( “Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, alpha, loop_count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf( “Error writing out alpha.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the beta values. */ 

sprintf( filename, “%sbeta.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( beta, (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) loop_count, file_p); 

if (n_written != loop count) printf( 

"Error in writing beta to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%sbeta.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = write_vector( file_p, beta, loop_count); 

if (n_written != loop _count) 

printf( "Error writing out beta.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out the gamma values. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%sgamma.dat", name); 
if( (file_p = fopen( filename, “wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 
n_written = (int) fwrite( gamma, (size_t) 8, 

(size_t) loop_count, file_p);
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if (n_written != loop_count) printt( 

"Error in writing gamma to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); ‘ 

sprintf( filename, "%sgamma.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, gamma, loop_count); 

if (n_written |= loop_count) 

printf( "Error writing out gamma.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

Write out Botta’s control variable. */ 

sprintf( filename, "%sx.dat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "wb") ) == NULL) 

printf( "Error in creating the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = (int) fwrite( x, (size_t) 8, (size_t) loop count, file_p); 

if (n_written l= loop_count) printt( 

"Error in writing x to file, n_written = %d\n", n_written); 

fclose(file_p); 

sprintf( filename, "%sx.mat", name); 

if( (file_p = fopen( filename, "w") ) == NULL) 

printf("Error in opening the file named %s \n", filename); 

n_written = write_vector( file_p, x, loop count); 

if (n_written != loop_count) 

printf("Error writing out x.\n"); 

fclose(file_p); 

printf("%lfin", e[1] ); 

double limitprec(double x, int prec); 

void cioffi(filter_count, loop_count, lambda, prec) 

double lambda; 

int _filter_count, loop_count, prec;
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fp replaces ep in the article and f replaces e. */ 

double gn, Cr filter_count], rpBotto, time_diff; 

/* gn and Cn replace C(n+1) and g(n+1) */ 

/* 

/* 

int i, t; 

time_t start_time, end_time; 

for (i = 0; i < filter_count + 1; i++) Cnf[i] = 0; 

This set of operations sets up the variables. */ 

fp[0] = 0; 
f[0] = 0; 

r[O] = 0; 

rp[0] = 0; 
x[0] = 0; 

ep/[0] = 0; 
e[0] = 0; 

output[0] = 0; 

beta[0] = 0; 

First, initialize for the Fast Exact Initialization. */ 

A[O][0] = 1; 
B[O] [filter_count ] = 1; 

for (i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

{ 
A[O][i+1] = 0; 
B[O}[i] = 0; 
C[O}fi] = 0; 
WIOlli] = 0; 

} 
W([0][0] = -limitprec( d[0]/y[0], prec); 
alpha[0] = limitprec( y[0] * y[0], prec); 

gamma[0] = 1; 

output[0] = 0; 

Now go through the Fast Exact Initialization as described by
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Cioffi in Table VI for t <= N and the algorithm as described in 

Table Ill for the remainder of the points. 

*/ 

time(&start_time); 

for( t=1; t < loop_count; t++) 

{ 
if( 1( t % 1000)) printf("iteration %d\n”, t); 

if( t <= filter_count) 

{ 
double at; 

fp[t] = convLowPrec( &A[t-1][0], &y([t], prec, t); 

for( i = 0; i < filter_count + 1; i++) 

{ 
if( i < t) A[tlfi] = Aft-1] fi]; 
if(i==t) 

A{t)[i] = -limitprec( fp[t] / y[0], prec); 

if( i > t) A[t][i] = 0; 

} 
{[t] = limitprec( fp[t] * gammaft - 1], prec ); 

alphajt] = limitprec( lambda * alphajt-1], prec ); 

if( alpha[t] == 0) alphal[t] = alphajt-1]; 
at = limitprec( alphaft] 

+ limitprec( fp[t] * f[t], prec ), prec ); 

gammaft] = limitprec( gammajt-1] 

* (alphal[t] / at), prec ); 

/* C[t][0] in the next line would have been multiplied by Alt][0], 
but this is always 1. 

*/ 
C[t][0] = -limitprec( fp[t]/alphaft], prec ); 

for( i= 1; i < t; i++) 

C[t][i] = limitprec( C[t-1][i-1] 
+ limitprec(C[t][0] * A[t-1][i], prec), prec); 

if( t == filter_count) 

{ 
B[t] [filter_count ] = 1;
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for (i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

Bit][i] = limitprec( y[0] 

* gammaft] * C[t][i], prec); 
beta(t] = limitprec( y[0] 

* y[0] * gammalt], prec); 
} 
else 

{ 
Bit] [filter_count ] = 1; 

for (i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) B[t]{i] = 0; 
beta[t] = 0; 

} 
r{t] = 0; 
rp[t] = 0; 
x(t] = 0; 

output{t] = convLowPrec(&W/{t-1][0], &y/[t], prec, t ); 

ep[t] = limitprec( d[t] + output/t], prec ); 

e[t] = limitprec( ep[t] “ gammajt], prec ); 

if( t == filter_count) for(i = 0; i<filter_count; i++) 

Wit]{i] = limitprec(W[t-1][i] 
+ limitprec( e[t] * C[t][i], 

prec), prec); 

else 

for(i = 0; 1 <t; i++) Wit][i] = Wit-1)[i); 

~ WI{t][t] = limitprec( -epjt] / y[0], prec); 

} 
[* This ends the Fast Exact Initialization part of the algorithm. 

Now start the Fast Transversal Filter from Table Ill. 

*/ 

} 
else 

fp[t] = convLowPrec(&A|t-1}[0], &y[t], prec, 

filter_count+1); 

{[t] = limitprec( fp[t] “ gammaft-1], prec ); 

alpha[t] = limitprec(limitprec(iambda*alphaft-1], prec) 

+ limitprec(fp[t] * f[t], prec ), prec );
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if( alpha[t] == 0 ) alpha{t] = alphalt - 1]; 

gn = limitprec(( lambda * alphajt-1] 

* gammaft-1])/alphaft], prec ); 

Cn in the line below would have been multiplied by A[t][0], 

but this is always 1. 

Cn(0] = -limitprec(fp[t}/(alphal[t-1] * lambda ), prec); 

for (i = 1; i < (filter_count + 1); i++) 

Cn{i] = limitprec(C[t-1][i-1] 

+ limitprec( Cn[0] * A[t-1][i], 

prec), prec); 

A(t][0] = 1; 
for (i = 1; 1 < filter_count + 1; i++) 

A{t][i] = limitprec( Alt - 1][i] 
+ limitprec( f[t] * C[t-1][i-1], 

prec), prec); 

rp[t] = limitprec(-lambda*beta|t-1] * Cn[filter_count], 

prec ); 
rpBotto = convLowPrec(&Bjt-1}[0], &y([t], prec, 

filter_count+1); 

rpBotto = y[t - filter_count] - rpBotto; 

x(t] = limitprec( rpBotto + rp[t], prec ); 

gammaft] = limitprec( gn/( 1 + limitprec( 

rp[t] “ gn * Cn [filter_count ], 

prec ) ), prec ); 
r[t] = limitprec( rp[t] “ gammaft], prec ); 
beta[t] = limitprec(limitprec(lambda*betaft-1], prec ) 

+ limitprec(rp[t] * r[t], prec ), prec ); 

for( i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

C[t][i] = limitprec( Cn{i] 

- limitprec(Cnffilter_count]*Bit-1][i], 
prec ), prec ); 

for( i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

Bit][i] = limitprec( B[t-1]fi] 

+ limitprec( r[t] * C[t][i], prec ), 

prec ); 
Bit][filter_count] = B[t-1][filter_count];
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/* Now for the joint-process filter operations. */ 

output[t] = convLowPrec(&WIit - 1][0], &y/t], prec, 

filter_count ); 

ep[t] = limitprec( d[t] + output[t], prec ); 

e[t] = limitprec( ep[t] * gammaft], prec ); 

for( i = 0; i < filter_count; i++) 

Wit][i] = limitprec( W[t-1][i] 

+ limitprec( e[t] * C[t][i], prec ), 

prec ); 
} 

} 
time(&end_time); 

time_diff = difftime( end_time, start_time); 

printf("This run took %f seconds, or %f sec/point\n", 

time_diff, time_diff/loop_count);
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D.2 Limit Precision Function 

#include <math.h> 

double limitprec(x, prec) 

double x; 

int prec; 

{ 
double frac, limitedFrac; 

int . exponent; 

frac = frexp(x, &exponent); /* 0.5 <= frac < 1 */ 

limitedFrac = Idexp( floor( Idexp( frac, prec) + 0.5), -prec); 

return( Idexp( limitedFrac, exponent ) ); 

} 
/* This was an early attempt to correct for an imagined? bias at 0.5. 

limitedFrac = Idexp( (double)rint( (double)((long)floor( Idexp( frac, prec+1)) 

*/ 

(rand() % 2))/2.0), -prec);


